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1. Background/our understanding

Yachiyo Engineering Co., Ltd (“YEC”) is one of the largest firms of planners, consulting

engineers, architects and specialists operating around the world. YEC was founded in

1963 and provides planning, research, design, construction, technical cooperation and

technical guidance services to its clients.

Based on the request from the Government of Nigeria (GoN), the Government of Japan

(GoJ) is considering providing a grant-aid (hereinafter known as “the Aid”) to Nigeria for

the rehabilitation of the Apapa Road sub-station in Lagos State, Nigeria (“the Project”).

The Project involves:

a. procurement of goods and materials sourced from Japan and countries other than

Japan and Nigeria (hereinafter known as “third countries”). The third countries

may include ECOWAS1 and non-ECOWAS countries;

b. procurement of materials sourced from Nigeria such as cement, re-bars, gravel,

etc.;

c. construction work in Nigeria to be undertaken by a Japanese company

(hereinafter known as “JCo”) and nationals of Japan and third countries;

d. engineering services to be undertaken by a Japanese company and nationals

conducted in Japan (detailed design, bidding assistance and review and approval

of drawings and technical documents related to the project) and Nigeria

(construction supervision); and

e. construction works in Nigeria to be subcontracted to local contractors.

The purpose of the Project is to support the GoN’s goal to provide sufficient and stable 

supply of electricity pursuant to the Nigeria Vision 20:2020 economic development 

strategy. 

As part of the process of granting an aid, the Japan International Cooperation Agency 

(JICA) would typically conduct a preparatory survey to collect related information, and 

to confirm necessity and validity of implementing the grant aid project, while 

formulating outline design, cost estimation and implementation plan.  

YEC has been appointed by JICA to carry out this preparatory survey involving collection 

of relevant information, including tax and customs information. The tax and customs 

information required are outlined as follows: 

1.1. the structure of the tax system in Nigeria (General overview of Nigerian tax 

system); 

1.2. corporate income taxes imposed on Japanese and local companies; 

1.3. fiscal levies and personal income taxes to be imposed on the employees of 

Japanese and local companies; 

1 Economic Community of West African States 
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1.4. the value added tax system in Nigeria; 

 

1.5. customs duties, import adjustment taxes and related fiscal charges to be 

imposed on import and/or re-export of materials and equipment (customs duties, 

VAT, comprehensive import supervision scheme (CISS), port development levy, 

ECOWAS Trade Liberalization Scheme duty etc.); 

 

1.6. the Nigerian withholding tax system and other relevant local taxes;  

 

1.7. pension fund contributions and other mandatory social contributions required to 

be made by employees; 

 

1.8. previous controversial cases or issues on tax exemption status in Nigeria;   

 

1.9. immigration consequences of the movement of non-resident individuals in and 

out of Nigeria; and 

 

1.10. the application procedures and requirements for fiscal grants conferred on 

projects similar to the Project.  

 

The above information is useful to the GoJ as it finalizes the grant aid to the GoN. 

Essentially, the GoJ would seek to ensure that customs duties, internal taxes and other 

fiscal levies which may be imposed in Nigeria with respect to the purchase of products 

and/or services, be exempted or be borne by the GoN or its agencies without using the 

grant aid, since the aid comes from Japanese tax payers.  

 

2. Your request 

 

You have requested for our opinion on the tax and customs consequences of executing 

the Project. Furthermore, pursuant to the GoJ’s objective of ensuring exemptions from 

all taxes and levies, you would like to know the tax exemption procedures for each tax 

or levy. 

 

3. Summary of applicable laws, regulations and policies 

 

We have provided the requested advice within the context of the provisions of the 

following legislation and guidelines: 

 

3.1 Companies and Allied Matters Act, Cap C20, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 

(LFN) 2004, as amended (CAMA) 

 

3.2 Companies Income Tax Act, Cap C21 LFN 2004 (CITA) 

 

3.3 Withholding Tax (WHT) Regulations, 1997 

 

3.4 Industrial Development (Income Tax Relief) Act, Cap I7, LFN 2004 (IDA) 

 

3.5 Tertiary Education Trust Fund (Establishment, etc.) Act, 2011 (TETFA) 

 

3.6 Personal Income Tax Act, Cap P10, LFN 2004, as amended (PITA)  

 

3.7 Operations of the Pay As You Earn (PAYE) Regulations 2002 

 

3.8 Value Added Tax Act, Cap V1, LFN 2004, as amended (VATA) 
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3.9 The Customs and Excise Management Act, Cap C45, LFN 2004 (CEMA) 

3.10 Customs, Excise, Tariff, etc. (Consolidation) Act No 4, 1995, as amended (CETA) 

3.11 The 2015 – 2019 ECOWAS Common External Tariff (CET) 

3.12 Federal Government of Nigeria 2016 Fiscal Policy Measures (2016 FPM) 

3.13 CBN Foreign Exchange Manual 2006 (Forex Manual) 

3.14 Pension Reform Act 2014 (PRA)  

3.15 National Housing Fund Act 1992 (NHFA) 

3.16 National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) Act 1999 

3.17 National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) Operational Guideline 2012 

3.18 Industrial Training Fund Act 2007, as amended (ITFA) 

3.19 Employee Compensation Act (ECA) 2010 

3.20 Immigration Act, 2015 

3.21 Immigration Regulations, 2017 

3.22 Saipem Contracting Nigeria Limited vs Federal Inland Revenue Service, March 

2014 (“The Saipem case”) 

3.23 JGC Corporation vs Federal Inland Revenue Service, September 2015 (“The JGC 

case”) 

3.24 Gazprom Oil and Gas Nigeria Limited vs Federal Inland Revenue Service, June 

2016 (“The Gazprom case”) 

3.25 Vodacom Business Nigeria Limited vs Federal Inland Revenue Service, February 

2016 (“The Vodacom case”) 

3.26 Edicomsa International Inc. & Associates v. CITEC International Estates Limited 

4. Report

4.1 Doing business in Nigeria 

4.1.1 Registration of a foreign company 

Based on Section 54 of CAMA, a foreign company (or non-resident 

company (NRC)) is not permitted to carry on business in Nigeria unless it 

incorporates a local subsidiary. Foreign companies are permitted to do 

business in Nigeria by appointing an agent in Nigeria through which the 

contracts may be executed in Nigeria.  The local company may be wholly 

owned or independent of the NRC.  In so far as exemption is not granted 

for incorporation of a foreign company intending to do business in Nigeria, 
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the foreign company will be in violation of CAMA2. The exemptions 

provided by CAMA include the following: 

 

i. foreign companies (other than those specified in paragraph ‘iv’ below) 

invited to Nigeria by or with the approval of the Federal Government to 

execute any specified individual project; 

 

ii. foreign companies which are in Nigeria for the execution of a specific 

individual loan project on behalf of a donor country or international 

organization; 

 

iii. foreign government-owned companies engaged solely in export 

promotion activities; and 

 

iv. engineering consultants and technical experts engage on any 

individual specialist project under contract with any of the 

governments in the Federation or any of their agencies or with any 

other body or person, where such contract has been approved by the 

Federal Government. 

 

There are specific procedures under CAMA by which foreign company 

intending to do business in Nigeria may obtain exemptions from 

incorporation.  

 

4.1.2 The tax and regulatory framework  
 

The tax and regulatory system in Nigeria is largely driven by the national 

tax policy. The Federal, State and Local Governments, through their 

agencies, are empowered to collect relevant taxes and levies in 

accordance with constitution of Nigeria. Specifically, there are taxes 

exclusively collected by the Federal Government and others collected by 

the State and/or Local Government.   

 

An overview of these regulations are provided below: 

 

4.1.2.1 Companies income tax (CIT) 

 

CITA is the legal basis for the imposition of tax on the income of 

companies in Nigeria. Section 9(1) of CITA imposes tax upon the 

profits of any company accruing in, derived from, brought 

into, or received in Nigeria, in respect of a trade or business. 

Nigerian companies (i.e. companies incorporated in Nigeria) are 

liable to income tax on their worldwide income. 

 

Generally, the profits of a NRC3 are deemed to be derived from 

Nigeria where any of the following conditions are satisfied: 

 

                                                 
2   In Edicomsa International Inc. & Associates v. CITEC International Estates Ltd, the Nigerian court 

interpreted Section 54 to mean that if a foreign company fails to comply with section 54(1) of the CAMA, 
all its acts shall be void.  A foreign company cannot carry on business in Nigeria unless it is so 
incorporated in Nigeria.   

3   A NRC is a company incorporated outside Nigeria 
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a. the company has a fixed base (an identifiable place of

business) in Nigeria through which it carries on its operation

in Nigeria4

b. the company operates through an agent entitled to

habitually conclude contracts on its behalf or where the

company usually maintains a stock of merchandise in

Nigeria and its agent makes deliveries from same

c. the business of the company in Nigeria involves a single

contract for surveys, deliveries, installation or construction

(generally referred to as turnkey contracts); and

d. the company engages in a transaction with another related

entity which is on business terms that are not deemed to be

on arm’s length basis

Where a taxable presence is created by a NRC in Nigeria, the 

NRC would be required to register for CIT and file annual returns 

as appropriate. 

Before March 2014, NRCs that performed work or executed 

offshore components of Nigerian contracts exclusively outside 

Nigeria were not considered liable to tax in Nigeria. This is on the 

basis that no tax presence is created in Nigeria with respect to 

the conditions outlined in ‘a’ – ‘b’ above. This position was 

reinforced by the clarification made by FIRS in Clause 6.2 of its 

Information Circular 9302 which recognized that there may be 

no WHT obligations on transactions delivered by foreign entities, 

wholly outside Nigeria5.   

Accordingly, a single contract which splits performance 

obligations into offshore and onshore work used to afford 

protection to the fee allocated to the offshore work and the 

offshore contractor is not considered liable to tax in Nigeria.  

However, with the decision of a Federal High Court (FHC) in 

March 2014 in the Saipem case, a single contract comprising 

onshore and offshore elements may no longer afford such 

protection from Nigerian tax to the offshore contractor.   

Separate contracting for onshore and offshore portions of 

contracts, if possible, should not trigger the risk represented by 

the decision in the Saipem case. This view is buttressed by the 

September 2015 decision of the FHC in the JGC case, where the 

profits derived by a NRC pursuant to a separate contract 

executed with its Nigerian customer was determined to be non-

taxable6 in Nigeria. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing regulations on the taxation of 

NRCs or disputes on taxation of NRCs, the President may exempt 

4   The taxable income in this case would be the amount attributable to the fixed base in Nigeria 
5   The NRC will not be deemed to have derived income from Nigeria.  
6   This is on the basis that offshore work executed by the NRC did not trigger any of the conditions set-out 

in ‘4.1.1 (i-iv)’ 
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any company’s (NRC or Nigerian company) profits (specific or all) 

from taxation on any grounds which appear sufficient. This is 

pursuant to the provisions of Section 23(2) of CITA. 

4.1.2.2 Tertiary education tax (TET) 

TETFA is the legal basis governing the imposition of TET in 

Nigeria. TET is applicable only to companies incorporated in 

Nigeria. NRCs are therefore exempted from TET. 

4.1.2.3 Withholding tax (WHT) 

WHT is governed by the provisions of CITA, PITA and the WHT 

regulations which all require tax to be deducted at source when 

payments on qualifying transactions become due from, or 

payable by, one company to another company.  The company 

making the payment is required to, deduct and remit the 

deducted WHT to the relevant tax authority7 . WHT is not a form 

of tax in itself, but an advance payment of income tax.  

NRCs are not required to deduct WHT when making payments to 

suppliers – Nigerian or NRCs. This is as it will be impracticable for 

the Nigerian tax authorities to inspect the books of the NRC to 

confirm deduction and remittance of WHT8.

4.1.2.4 Value added tax (VAT) 

VATA is the legal basis for the operation of VAT in Nigeria.  

Generally, VAT is chargeable on the supply of taxable goods and 

services or importation of all goods and services except those 

specifically listed in the First Schedule to the VATA i.e. exempt or 

zero rated9. The requirements of VATA demands that a taxpayer: 

a. registers for VAT

b. issues a VAT invoice upon supply of a taxable good or service

c. submits a monthly VAT return, accounting for the supplies

made and taxes collected in a given month.

NRCs who carry on business10 in Nigeria are also required to 

register for VAT with FIRS using the address of the person with 

whom it has a subsisting contract as its address for the purpose 

of correspondences relating to VAT, issue VAT invoices and file 

monthly returns.  

7   Federal Inland Revenue Service for deductions from companies and the relevant State Board of Internal 
Revenue for deductions from sole-proprietorships, partnerships and enterprises 

8   In recent times, the tax authorities have become more aggressive and may demand for evidence of WHT 
compliance from NRCs 

9  For zero-rated items, VAT is charged but at 0%.  
10  The courts have defined ‘carrying on business’ to mean conducting, prosecuting or to continue a 

particular vocation or business as a continuous operation or permanent occupation. It also means to hold 
oneself out to others in the selling of goods and services. In practice, having a physical presence in 
Nigeria (e.g. Vide an office or on the ground employees) for the purpose of concluding a transaction or 
dealing with owned goods in-country, is usually interpreted to mean carrying on business in Nigeria. 
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The issue of determining the trigger for the registration and 

accounting for VAT came to bear in the Gazprom case and 

Vodacom case.   

 

In June 2015, a tribunal in ‘the Gazprom case’, ruled that to the 

extent that a NRC supplied services outside the country i.e. the 

NRC did not ‘carry on business in Nigeria’, the services would not 

be liable to VAT in Nigeria.  

 

However, in February 2016, another tribunal in ‘the Vodacom 

case’, indicated consumption as the relevant factor for 

determining the obligation of NRCs to charge Nigerian VAT. Thus, 

where the service rendered by a NRC is consumed in Nigeria, 

such NRC is obliged charge VAT in Nigeria. 

 

Given that the two conflicting judgments emanate from courts of 

equivalent status, until a higher court has opportunity to 

pronounce on this subject one way or the other, the 

determination of whether offshore services provided by NRCs to 

Nigerian companies, is liable to VAT, would remain a 

controversial issue. 

 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, goods or services provided by a 

Nigerian or NRC may be exempted from VAT on the gazette order 

of the Minister of Finance. Specifically, Section 38(b) of the VATA 

grants the Minister of Finance the powers to amend, vary or 

modify items which are listed as exempt or zero-rated in first 

schedule to the VATA.   

 

These powers have previously been exercised by the Minister of 

Finance e.g. exemption of VAT on disposal of government and 

corporate securities. 

 

4.1.2.5 Cross border movement of goods 

 

CEMA and CETA are the principal regulatory frameworks 

underpinning the importation of goods into Nigeria and imposition 

of ad valorem customs duties. The Nigeria Customs Service 

(NCS) is charged with the responsibility of administering the 

provisions of CEMA and CETA. 

 

Based on the ECOWAS Common External Tariff (CET) as adjusted 

for fiscal policy measures adopted by the GoN, and other relevant 

legal frameworks for the imposition of levies, taxes etc., the 

following charges are applicable upon importation of goods into 

Nigeria: 

      

a. Import duties 

 

This is levied on the cost, insurance and freight (cif) value of 

the goods imported into Nigeria. The import duty in Nigeria 

ranges from 0% to 35%. Additional levies may also be 

imposed depending on the commodity classification of the 

good.  
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b. ECOWAS trade liberalization scheme (ETLS) levy

The ETLS levy is imposed on non-ECOWAS originating goods

imported into any ECOWAS country. The levy is used to

finance the activities of the ECOWAS commission and its

institutions. The levy is 0.5% of the cif value of imported

goods.

c. Comprehensive import supervision scheme (CISS) fees

Nigeria currently runs a destination inspection scheme for

items imported into the country. The CISS fees are imposed

for inspection services provided by the NCS. The fee is 1% of

the free on board (fob) value of imported goods.

d. Port development levy (i.e. surcharge)

The port development levy is imposed for maintenance and

development of the ports. The levy is 7% of the import duties

payable on imported goods.

e. VAT

As noted in 4.1.2.4, VAT applies to all imported goods except

those specifically listed in First Schedule to the VATA. With

respect to movement of goods into Nigeria, VAT is chargeable

on all taxes, duties and other charges levied either outside or

by reason of importation into Nigeria, including commission,

parking, transport and insurance up to the port or place of

importation.

Based on Section 11(1) of CETA, the President of Nigeria may by 

Order (and published in the Gazette) impose, vary or remove 

duties on imported goods. Generally, these alterations are 

executed vide fiscal policy measures but may equally be issued 

on a case by case basis. The current 2016 FPM11 provides for 

duty free import of machinery and equipment relating to the 

power industry which are classified under chapters 84, 85 & 90 of 

the ECOWAS CET.  

It is also important to note the duty exemptions provided under 

the ETLS. Items originating12 from ECOWAS countries would be 

imported duty free in so far as the supplier has obtained an ETLS 

certificate for the specific items from the ECOWAS Commission.   

With regard to exports, there are no charges applicable to non-

commercial exports13. However, in Nigeria, items imported for 

short-term use and which are expected to be re-exported are 

usually brought in under the Temporary Import (TI) regime. To 

11  Fiscal policy measures are usually released every year and a new one is expected at the end of the 2017 
fiscal year. 

12  Under the relevant protocols, items would be deemed to have originated from the ECOWAS region where 
they meet the wholly obtained or sufficiently transformed definitions. 

13  When payments are not expected for exported goods, they are regarded as non-commercial exports 
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qualify for the TI regime, the importer would have to apply to the 

NCS. 

Under the TI regime, it is common practice for the NCS to grant 

full exemption to import taxes and levies, as listed above. 

However, there are occasions where the NCS excludes the port 

development levy and CISS on the basis that the amount relates 

to a service charge on activities carried out on the imported 

items and not actual taxes or levies. Either of these possibilities 

may be encountered in practice and may vary in application from 

one NCS office to another.  

Further, please note that while there may be exemption from 

taxes and levies under the TI regime, companies intending to 

claim this exemption are required to obtain a bank guarantee 

from a local bank. There would be ancillary bank charges for 

obtaining a bank guarantee from a local bank and these charges 

vary from bank to bank. 

4.1.2.6 Personal income tax (PIT) 

PITA is the legal basis governing the imposition of PIT in Nigeria. 

PITA defines chargeable income as any salary, wage, fee, 

allowance or other gain or profit from employment including 

compensation, bonuses, premiums, benefits or other perquisites 

allowed, given or granted by any person to any temporary or 

permanent employee other than so much of any sums as 

expenses incurred by him in the performance of his/her duties, 

and from which it is not intended that the employee should make 

any profit or gain. 

Nigerian residents are taxed on their worldwide income and an 

individual (local employee or expatriate14) would be deemed to 

be resident in Nigeria in an assessment year, if he/she performs 

duties partly/wholly in Nigeria, except all of the following 

conditions are met: 

a. the duties are performed on behalf of an employer who is in a

country other than Nigeria and the remuneration of the

employee is not borne by a fixed base of the employer in

Nigeria;

b. the employee is not in Nigeria for an aggregate period of 183

days or more (including annual leave and temporary absence)

in any 12-month calendar period; and

c. the remuneration of the employee is liable to tax in that

country with whom Nigeria has a tax treaty.

The PAYE tax system is applied in administering PIT due from 

employees. Based on the system, income tax chargeable should 

be recovered from any emolument paid, or from any payment 

made on account of the emolument, by the employer to the 

14  In practice, expatriates who attain residence status are only taxed on their Nigerian source income. 
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employee. For this purpose, the employer is required to register 

with the relevant State Board of Internal Revenue. 

Further, where an employee works under the supervision of an 

entity who is not his employer, the supervising entity would be 

required to ensure PAYE tax is deducted from the employee’s 

emolument and remit same to the tax authorities. It may do this 

directly or indirectly by ensuring the primary employer complies 

with this requirement. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, an individual’s income may be 

exempt from PIT where: 

- the Minister of Finance by notice stipulates that such

individuals shall be exempt from PIT (Section 19(2) of PITA);

or

- the individual provides technical assistance under the aegis of

an arrangement between the GoN and the Government,

Agency or Organization with whom it is employed (Paragraph

27 of Schedule 3 of PITA).

There are specific procedures which must be followed to obtain 

these exemptions from the GoN. 

While seeking to obtain exemptions, it should be noted 

that where any exemption leads to the ‘double non-

taxation’ of a Nigerian resident, such exemption may not 

be enforceable in Nigeria. A NRC who employs Nigerians 

may therefore be obliged to account for the PAYE tax of its 

Nigerian employees irrespective of an exemption. 

4.1.2.7 Payroll related quasi taxes and social contributions 

a. Pension contribution

The PRA is the principal law regulating the mandatory pension

contributory scheme in Nigeria. PRA requires employers and

their employees to make pension contributions on the basis of

emoluments earned by the employees.

Pension contributions are to be remitted to the employees’

chosen Pension Fund Administrators (PFA) and credited

directly into the employees’ Retirement Savings Account

(RSA) opened with the PFA within seven (7) working days

from the date of payment of employees’ monthly salaries.

Employers under the PRA “include the Federal Government of

Nigeria, Government of a State of Nigeria, Local Government

Council or any organization or business that employs three

persons or more”.

Generally, expatriates working in Nigeria are exempted from

the pension contributory scheme. However, pension
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contributions are required to be made for Nigerian nationals 

irrespective of the employer’s identity. 

b. National Housing Fund (NHF) contribution

The NHF scheme is aimed at providing mortgage finance to

Nigerians who are contributors to the scheme.

Against this backdrop, the NHFA requires every employer to

deduct a portion (2.5%) of all employees’ monthly basic

salaries and within one month of deduction, remit same to the

Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria (FMBN).

An employer is not defined by the NHFA, but in practice, an

NRC who employs only non-Nigerian nationals would not be

required to make deductions. Such NRC may be required to

make deductions from is Nigerian employees (where

applicable) and remit same to the FMBN.

c. National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) contribution

The NHIS was established under Act 35 of 1999 by the

Federal Government of Nigeria to operate as a public private

partnership directed at providing accessible, affordable and

qualitative healthcare to all Nigerians.

Under the NHIS, every employer with a minimum of ten (10)

employees is required to enroll with an NHIS-accredited

Health Management Organization (HMO). The NHIS Act,

defines an employer as “an employer registered under the

Scheme and includes the Federal, State or Local Government

or any Extra-Ministerial Department or a person with whom

an employee has entered into a contract of service or

apprenticeship and who is responsible for the payment of the

wages or salaries of the employee including the lawful

representative, successor or assignee of that person”.

Generally, it is acceptable practice for a NRC to regard the

scheme as optional for its non-Nigerian nationals. However,

the NRC would need to consider enrolling under the scheme

for the purpose of its Nigerian nationals.

d. Industrial Training Fund (ITF)

The objective of the ITF is to generate a pool of funds to be

used in the promotion and encouragement of acquisition of

skills in industry or commerce to generate a pool of

indigenously trained man-power to meet the needs of the

economy.

The ITFA requires every employer with 5 or more employees

or an annual turnover of over N50 million to register with,

and make contributions (1% of payroll cost) to the ITF.
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Under the ITFA, an employer is defined as “any person 

engaged in industry or commerce with whom an employee 

entered into a contract of service or apprenticeship and who 

is responsible for the payment of wages or remuneration to 

the employee”.  

Generally, an NRC who employs only non-Nigerian nationals 

may not be required to make contributions. However, the 

NRC would need to consider making contributions where it 

also employs Nigerian nationals. 

e. Employees Compensation (EC) Scheme

The ECA seeks to promote the working conditions of

employees by ensuring relevant stakeholders contribute

towards prevention of workplace hazard that could result in

death or disability.

Additionally, it is designed to provide an open and fair system

to guarantee adequate compensation for employees or their

dependents in the event of death, injury, disease or disability

arising during the course of employment.

Based on the ECA, an employer is required to make a

minimum monthly contribution (1% of payroll cost) into the

National Social Insurance Trust Fund.

Under the ECA, an employer is defined to include “…any

individual, body corporate, Federal, State or Local

Government or any of the government agencies who has

entered into a contract of employment to employ any other

person as an employee or apprentice”.

Generally, an NRC who employs only non-Nigerian nationals

would not be required to make contributions. However, the

NRC would need to consider making contributions where it

also employs Nigerian nationals.

4.1.2.8 Cross border movement of expatriates 

The IMA contains provisions which, amongst others, regulate the 

entry and employment of expatriates in Nigeria. The principal 

regulatory agencies under the IMA are the Nigerian Immigration 

Service (NIS) and its supervising ministry, the Federal Ministry of 

Interior (FMI).  

All expatriates that desire to enter Nigeria for the purpose of 

employment must possess appropriate immigration papers, which 

would be issued by the NIS and FMI, as the case may be, upon 

application by the relevant company.  

For expatriates, the following permits are relevant for the 

purpose of entry and carrying on employment obligations in 

Nigeria: 
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a. Expatriate quota (EQ)

An EQ approval is required for permanent expatriate

employment in Nigeria. EQ approvals are granted by the FMI

to a Nigerian company for technical, managerial and

professional positions, for which qualified Nigerians are not

available.

EQ is valid for an initial term of two (2) years and is

renewable for a maximum period of ten (10) years.  In

addition to renewal, EQs may be re-designated or transferred.

b. Residence permit

Expatriates that are placed on a company’s EQ position are

required to apply for and obtain the Combined Expatriate

Residence Permit and Alien Card (CERPAC).

Under the CERPAC regime, non-ECOWAS nationals who

intend to live and work in Nigeria on a permanent basis are

required to apply for, and obtain, “Subject to Regularization”

(STR) visas from the Nigerian Mission in their respective

countries of residence15.  The STR enables an expatriate to

enter, work and stay in Nigeria while his CERPAC is being

processed.  However, this must be pursuant to the exercise of

an employment in Nigeria. The NIS issues the CERPAC

pursuant to an application by the Nigerian company, which

employs the expatriate.  The application will be made on the

prescribed form as soon as the intended expatriate staff

arrives Nigeria.

c. Temporary work permit (TWP)

TWP is required for expatriate staff that would be working in

Nigeria on short-term basis.  This is particularly necessary if

the expatriates will be working in Nigeria before EQ approval

is granted by the FMI.

The TWP is valid for an initial period of three (3) months and

renewable for a further three (3) months.  The TWP is

granted by the NIS pursuant to an application (made by a

Nigerian company) in the prescribed form supported by the

relevant documentation.

d. Business Visa (BV)

A BV is required for expatriates who wish to visit Nigeria for

meetings, conferences, seminars, contract negotiations,

marketing, sales, trade fairs etc. The BV shall not be used for

work purposes, is valid for three (3) months and is not

renewable.

15  The visa on arrival process is an optional mechanism that may be explored where the expatriate has all 
relevant documents. 
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Notwithstanding the above, any person or class of persons may 

be exempted from the entry requirements for a residence permit, 

a work permit or a visa. Specifically, pursuant to Section 21 of 

the IMA, the Minister of Interior may grant exemptions from the 

requirements highlighted in 4.1.2.8 (a) – (d). This would be the 

case where an NRC is coming to Nigeria to perform a specific 

project pursuant to an agreement with the GoN. 

There are specific procedures for obtaining these exemptions 

from the GoN. 

4.2 Tax and regulatory considerations for proposed project 

4.2.1 Incorporating JCo 

Based on the proposed onshore activities, JCo is ordinarily required to 

incorporate an entity in Nigeria to be able to perform those activities. 

However, in line with section 56 of CAMA, JCo may apply for exemption 

on the basis that it is a technical expert engaged on an individual 

specialist project under an approved contract with the GoN.  

An application for exemption shall be in writing addressed to the 

Secretary to the GoN with specific information around: 

i. the name and place of business of JCo in Japan;

ii. the name and place of business or the proposed name and place of

business of JCo whilst in Nigeria;

iii. the name and address of each director, partner or other principal

officer of JCo;

iv. a certified copy of the charter, statutes, or memorandum of

association of JCo, or other instrument constituting or defining the

constitution of JCo and if the instrument is not written in the

English language, a certified translation thereof;

v. the names and addresses of some one or more person resident in

Nigeria authorised to accept on behalf of JCo, services of process

and any notices required to be served on JCo;

vi. the business or proposed business in Nigeria of JCo and the

duration of such business;

vii. particulars of any project previously carried out by JCo as an

exempted foreign company; and

viii. such other particulars as may be required by the Secretary to the

GoN.

Where the President is of the opinion that the circumstances are such as 

to render it expedient that such an exemption should be granted, the 

President may, subject to such condition as it may prescribe, exempt 

JCo from incorporation.  
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The President shall cause to be published in the Gazette, the name of 

JCo and the period or, as the case may be, the project or series of 

projects for which the exemption is granted. In practice, the process 

could take one to six months. 

4.2.2 CIT payable by entities undertaking the project 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

Where JCo is deemed liable to CIT in Nigeria as a result of its

activities, it would be required to:

o Register with the FIRS in order to obtain a unique Tax

Identification Number (TIN); and

o File the required annual CIT returns, including its audited

financial statement and tax/capital allowance computation

(actual basis). The returns are expected to be filed within 6

months after JCo’s year-end, failing which interest and

penalties will apply.

b. Computation

Based on ‘a’ above, JCo would be required to pay income tax at

the rate of 30% on the taxable profits attributable to the fixed

base in Nigeria. In arriving at the taxable profit of JCo, the

following should be noted:

o JCo would be allowed to deduct from its revenue, recurring

expenses which were incurred wholly, reasonably,

exclusively and necessarily for the purpose of generating its

Nigerian revenue.

o The losses incurred in prior years as well as capital

allowances claimable on the acquisition of capital

expenditure may also be claimed.

There are specific non-taxable income e.g. unrealized exchange 

gains, and non-deductible expenses e.g. depreciation which are 

outlined in Sections 23 and 27 of CITA. Reference must be 

made to these provisions to give appropriate treatment to 

income and expenses incurred on the project. 

c. Obtaining tax exemption

Where JCo wishes to obtain exemption from CIT, it would be

required to write to the Presidency through the Federal Ministry

of Finance. This is in line with section 23(2) of CITA. In the

application, JCo would provide:

o details of the project being undertaken in Nigeria;

o specific justification for the exemption; and
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o any other relevant supporting document.

After review of the application, the Presidency would make a 

decision and communicate same to JCo. In practice, the 

process could take one to six months.  

ii. Consequences of potential Nigerian company (NCo) participating in

the project as a subcontractor

a. Obligations

The obligations are similar to ‘4.2.2 (i) (a)’ above.

b. Computation

The computation is similar to ‘4.2.2 (i) (b)’ above. However,

NCo would be liable to income tax on its worldwide income.

c. Obtaining exemption

The process is similar to ‘4.2.2 (i) (c)’ above. This

notwithstanding, as a Nigerian company, the chances of NCo

obtaining exemption as a subcontractor is remote.

4.2.3 WHT from suppliers 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

In practice, NRCs (and hence JCo) is not required to withhold

tax from suppliers when making payments. This is due to the

practical considerations around administering the withholdings

by the NC. However, due to the recent aggressive posture of

FIRS especially in relation to NRCs who have visibility in-

country (i.e. who are visibly carrying on business in Nigeria),

JCo may be required to account for withholding tax on

payments to suppliers, unless it has an express exemption.

b. Computation

WHT is computed on the ‘income’ earned by the supplier. To

this end, WHT is not deducted from recoverable expenses16.

The current applicable WHT rates for qualifying transactions are

summarized below:

16  Recoverable expenses are incidental expenses incurred by the supplier on behalf of the customer. They 
are also known as reimbursable expenses 
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Payment 

Corporate 

Beneficiary 

(%) 

Individual 

Beneficiary 

(%) 

Dividend*, Interest*, Rent & 

Director’s Fees 

10 10 

Professional Fees 10 5 

Technical/Management/Royalty* 10 5 

Commission/Consultancy Fees 10 5 

Construction 5 5 

Other contracts 5 5 

* The WHT for interest, dividend and royalty is reduced to

7.5% when paid to residents of a country with a double tax

treaty with Nigeria.

c. Obtaining exemption

There are no specific mechanisms for obtaining exemptions

from deducting WHT upon payment to suppliers.  However, JCo

may write to FIRS (attaching supporting documents of its

projects in Nigeria and importantly, an exemption letter from

the Presidency from CIT liability) seeking exemptions from WHT

obligations. From experience, the FIRS may take between 4

and 8 weeks to respond to JCo.

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

As a Nigerian company carrying on business activities, NCo

would be required to deduct and remit WHT to the relevant tax

authority17 on or before 21 days for FIRS and 30 days for SBIR

after payment is made to the vendor or the liability is

recognized in its books, whichever is earlier.

b. Computation

The computation is similar to ‘4.2.3 (i) (b)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

There are no specific mechanisms for obtaining exemptions

from deducting withholding upon payment to suppliers. Further,

as a Nigerian company, the chances of NCo obtaining

exemption as a subcontractor is remote.

17  Federal Inland Revenue Service for deductions from companies and the relevant State Board of Internal 
Revenue for deductions from sole-proprietorships, partnerships and enterprises 
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4.2.4 Suppliers deducting WHT on the income of JCo and NCo 

Generally, WHT is an advanced payment of income tax. Therefore, to 

the extent that JCo and NCo are able to obtain income tax exemptions 

from the Presidency, payments made to them would not be liable to 

WHT. If income tax exemptions are not obtained, WHT would apply 

accordingly. 

4.2.5 TET 

i. JCo

JCo as a NRC would be exempt from TET.

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

As a Nigerian company, TET returns are expected to be filed

together with the CIT returns.

b. Computation

TET is charged at 2% of the assessable profit of a company, as

computed under the provisions of CITA.

Assessable profit is the adjustment of accounting profit (PBT)

by non-taxable income and disallowable expenses but before

adjusting capital allowances.

c. Obtaining exemption

A CIT exemption could be extended to cover TET exemption.

However for purpose of clarity, it is advised that a TET

exemption is also requested alongside a CIT exemption. This

notwithstanding, as a Nigerian company, the chances of NCo

obtaining exemption as a subcontractor is remote.

4.2.6 Accounting for VAT on supplies made by JCo and NCo 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

As discussed in ‘4.1.1.6’ above, the two conflicting judgments

in the Gazprom case and the Vodacom case has not put clarity

around the application of VAT to supplies which were performed

outside Nigeria but consumed in Nigeria.

However, the construction service provided by JCo to the GoN

in Nigeria is ordinarily a taxable transaction. Therefore, to the

extent that JCo is not granted any exemptions, it would be

required to:
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o register for VAT with FIRS using the address of the 

government agency supervising the project; 

 

o include VAT in its invoices to the GoN; and 

 

o file monthly VAT returns with the FIRS on or before the 21st 

day of the month following the month of transaction 

 

In accordance with Section 13 of the VATA, the GoN is expected 

to deduct at source, the VAT charged by JCo and remit same to 

FIRS. 

 

b. Computation 

 

VAT is chargeable and payable on the value of the supply made 

to the GoN at 5%.  

 

For the purpose of determining the VAT finally payable to the 

FIRS, JCo may be able to recoup the VAT incurred on the 

purchase of parts used in the project18. Since it is unable to 

deduct this VAT from sums it should have collected whilst 

charging VAT (since the GoN has collected the VAT at source), 

it may apply for a refund from the FIRS. 

 

Please note that VAT incurred on fixed assets are to be 

capitalized, while the VAT incurred on overheads, services and 

general administration expenses are to be expensed. JCo would 

do well to ensure VAT incurred on these expense types are not 

included in the sums to be recouped from FIRS. 

 

c. Obtaining exemption 

 

There are no specific mechanisms for obtaining exemptions for 

VAT registration, issuing a VAT invoice and filing VAT returns as 

appropriate.  

 

ii. NCo  
 

a. Obligations 

 

For supplies made by NCo to JCo, the obligations are similar to 

‘4.2.6.1(a)’ above.  

 

b. Computation 

 

The computation is similar to ‘4.2.6.1(b)’ above. However, the 

ability to recoup VAT incurred on purchases would depend on 

the scope of NCo’s work. 

 

                                                 
18  Please note that from a strict interpretation of VATA, the project being undertaken by JCo may be 

characterized as a service. Therefore, since VATA notes that input VAT recoverability is limited to VAT on 
goods purchased or imported directly for resale and goods which form the stock-in-trade used for the 
direct production of any new product on which the out VAT is charged, it may be argued that VAT 
incurred by JCo is not recoverable. However, in practice, a case may be made for its recoverability under 
the cases characterized by the project. 
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c. Obtaining exemption

There are no specific mechanisms for obtaining exemptions for

VAT registration, issuing a VAT invoice and filing VAT returns as

appropriate.

4.2.7 VAT to be paid on purchases 

i. JCo

VAT charged by JCo’s local suppliers or upon importation of parts,

machinery etc. is expected to be paid unless specifically exempted.

Section 38(b) provides a window for JCo to be granted exemption

from paying VAT on its purchases. Specifically, JCo could write to

the Minister of Finance with details of the project being undertaken

in Nigeria and specific justification for the exemption.

Where the Minister is of the opinion that the circumstances are

such as to render it expedient that such an exemption should be

granted, the Minister may exempt JCo from paying VAT on

purchases or imports. The Minister is required to ensure the notice

for exemption is gazetted. In practice, the process could take

between one and six months.

ii. NCo

Comments made in ‘4.2.7 (i)’ above are also applicable to NCo.

4.2.8 PIT obligations 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

Where an employee of JCo is deemed liable to PIT in Nigeria,

JCo may be required to:

o register for PAYE tax within 6 months of commencement of

business. At the end of the registration, JCo will be issued a

taxpayer code for remittance of its employees’ PAYE tax;

o account for the monthly PAYE tax of the relevant

individuals; and

o file an annual employer tax return (Form H1) on or before

31 January every year (for the preceding reference year),

showing the emoluments earned by each employee, and the

taxes deducted and paid on their account.

The employee would also be required to file an individual tax 

return (Form A) on or before 31 March every year (for the 

preceding reference year). 
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It should be noted that as a NRC, JCo may not be 

required to register for PAYE compliance if it employs 

only non-Nigerian nationals who have a tax exempt 

status. Further, where it also employs Nigerian nationals, 

it may choose to outsource the PAYE compliance of the 

Nigerian nationals.   

b. Computation

The PIT rate is on a graduated scale. Details of the tax rates

and related income tax bands are shown in the table below:

Taxable income 

bands 

 (N) 

Applicable 

tax rate 

(%) 

First 300,000 7 

Next 300,000 11 

Next 500,000 15 

Next 500,000 19 

Next 1,600,000 21 

Above 3,200,000 24 

In arriving at the taxable income, PITA grants Consolidated 

Relief Allowances (CRA) to all taxable individuals in Nigeria 

before arriving at the taxable income subjected to the 

applicable tax rates.  

The CRA is dependent on the annual income level of the tax 

payer. It is defined as the higher of N200,000 or 1% of gross 

income, plus 20% of gross income. This implies that employees 

with annual emolument of N20million or less will have a CRA 

equal to N200,000 plus 20% of gross income while those with 

annual income above N20,000,000 have CRA equal to 21% of 

their gross income. 

In addition to the CRA, the following social contributions are 

exempt from tax in arriving at the taxable income: 

o pension contributions to a Nigerian pension scheme;

o NHF contributions;

o NHIS contributions;

o premiums paid for life assurance; and

o interest paid on mortgage loan.

c. Obtaining exemption

JCo may only be able to obtain a tax exemption for its non-

Nigerian employees.
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Where JCo would be, in principle, providing technical assistance 

to the GoN, it may rely on of paragraph 27 under Schedule 3 to 

PITA in order to apply for exemption from PIT for its Non-

Nigerian employees. This would require an application through 

the National Planning Commission. 

We are of the view that the GoN may be reluctant to grant PIT 

exemptions to Nigerian employees as this may lead to a 

scenario where no jurisdiction receives taxes on the income of 

the Nigerian employees. 

Notwithstanding the above, in line with section 19 of PITA, 

where the Minister is of the opinion that the circumstances of 

the project are such as to render it expedient that an 

exemption from PIT should be granted, the Minister may 

exempt the non-Nigerian nationals from PIT upon issuance of a 

notice.  

In obtaining an exemption, JCo would be required to write to 

the Minister of Finance with details of the project being 

undertaken in Nigeria and specific justification for the 

exemption. The process of obtaining the PIT exemption for 

JCo’s non-Nigerian nationals could typically take between one 

to six months. 

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

The obligations are similar to ‘4.2.8.1(a)’ above. However,

unlike JCo, registration for PAYE tax by NCo is not optional and

as such NCo would be required to account for the PAYE taxes of

all its employees – Nigerian and non-Nigerian.

b. Computation

The process is similar to ‘4.2.8.1(b)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

The process is similar to ‘4.2.8.1(c)’ above; albeit the chances

of NCo obtaining exemption as a subcontractor is remote.

4.2.9 Accounting for pension contributions 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

Where JCo has Nigerian employees, JCo and the Nigerian

employees are required to make contributions of ten percent

(10%) and eight percent (8%) respectively of the employee’s
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monthly emolument19. Contributions are to be remitted to the 

employees’ chosen Pension Fund Administrators and credited 

directly into the employees’ Retirement Savings Account 

opened with the PFA within seven (7) working days from the 

date of payment of employees’ monthly salaries. 

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.9 (i) (a)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

Currently, there are no specific mechanisms for JCo to obtain

exemption for pension deduction and remittance obligations for

its Nigerian employees. However, the Nigerian pension

contributory scheme is optional for expatriate employees.

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

The obligations are similar to ‘4.2.9 (i) (a)’ above.

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.9 (i) (a)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

The comments in ‘4.2.9 (i) (c)’ above are relevant.

4.2.10 Accounting for NHF contributions 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

Where JCo has Nigerian employees, JCo would be required to

deduct 2.5% of the Nigerian employees’ monthly basic salary and

remit same to the Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria within one

month of deduction.

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.10 (i) (a)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

Currently, there are no specific mechanisms for JCo to obtain

exemption for NHF deductions and remittance obligations for its

19  The PRA defines monthly emolument as total emoluments as may be defined in the employee’s contract 
of employment but shall not be less than a total sum of basic salary, housing allowance and transport 
allowance. 
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Nigerian employees. However, in practice, JCo would not be 

required to register its expatriate employees for the NHF. 

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

The obligations are similar to ‘4.2.10 (i) (a)’ above.

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.10 (i) (a)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

The comments in ‘4.2.10 (i) (c)’ above are relevant.

4.2.11 Accounting for NHIS contributions 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

Where JCo has Nigerian employees, JCo and its Nigerian

employees are required to contribute a minimum of 10% and 5%

of the employee’s basic salary, respectively, to the NHIS. JCo

may however opt to pay the entire contribution of 15% or

undertake extra contributions for the employee to receive

additional benefit cover.

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.11 (i) (a)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

Currently, there are no specific mechanisms for JCo to obtain

exemptions for NHIS deductions and remittance obligations for

its Nigerian employees. However, in practice, a JCo would not be

required to register its expatriate employees for the NHIS.

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

The obligations are similar to ‘4.2.11 (i) (a)’ above.

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.11 (i) (a)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

The comments in ‘4.2.11 (i) (c)’ above are relevant.
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4.2.12 Accounting for ITF contributions 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

Where JCo has 5 or more Nigerian employees, or an annual

turnover of over N50 million, it may be required to register with,

and make contributions of 1% of its annual payroll cost to the

ITF.

The contribution is due not later than 1st April of the following

year and should be accompanied with the completed Annual

Returns Form ITF 5.

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.12 (i) (a)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

Currently, there are no specific mechanisms for JCo to obtain

exemption for ITF contributions.

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

The obligations are similar to ‘4.2.12 (i) (a)’ above.

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.12 (i) (a)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

The comments in ‘4.2.12 (i) (c)’ above are relevant.

4.2.13 Accounting for EC Scheme contribution 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

Where JCo has Nigerian employees, it would be required to make

a minimum monthly contribution of 1% of its monthly payroll

cost into the Nigeria Social Insurance Trust Fund not later than

the last day of each month.

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.13 (i) (a)’ above.
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c. Obtaining exemption

Currently, there are no specific mechanisms for JCo to obtain

exemption for EC Scheme Contributions.

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

The obligations are similar to ‘4.2.13.1(a)’ above.

b. Computation

Please refer to ‘4.2.13.1(a)’ above.

c. Obtaining exemption

The comments in ‘4.2.13.1(c)’ above are relevant.

4.2.14 Importing items into the country 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

A NRC cannot ordinarily facilitate importation of items into

Nigeria. To import goods whilst remaining an NRC, JCo would

solicit the services of a third party logistics provider (3PL), who

would perform all import clearance procedures on its behalf. JCo

would need to ensure the items are sold and consigned to the

3PL to enable the 3PL initiate and complete all import clearance

procedures.

However, due to the practical challenges around claiming

potential exemptions from duties and taxes (i.e. where the 3PL

imports the goods), the items could be sold and consigned to the

agency of the GoN supervising the project, who may appoint a

3PL to clear the items on its behalf.

b. Computation

In the scenario where duties and taxes are payable on import of

the items into Nigeria, the charges payable and mechanism for

calculation are outlined below:
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S/N Item Basis of charge 

1. Import duty Rate (based on tariff 

classification) * cif value of 

imported item 

2. Surcharges 

(Port charges) 

7% * import duty 

3. CISS fee 1% * fob value of imported item 

4. ETLS fee 0.5% * cif value of imported 

item 

5. VAT 5%* summation of the cif value 

of costs of imported item, and all 

taxes, duties and levies 

paid/payable outside or by 

reason of importation into 

Nigeria 

c. Obtaining duty exemption

o Temporary importation:

Under the TI regime, JCo vide its 3PL could apply to the NCS

to import goods into the country under the temporary import

procedure. In this case, the 3PL would require the following

documents whilst declaring the items for import:

- A bank guarantee from a reputable bank

- Hire agreement or evidence of ownership

- Details of project where items would be deployed

- Technical manuals describing the items to be imported

- Covering Letter to NCS applying for TI approval

- A copy of JCo and 3PL’s tax clearance certificate (or

exemption status) for the past 3 years

Under the TI regime, items may remain in the country for a 

maximum of two years (i.e. an initial period of one year and 

two possible extensions for six months each), after which the 

guarantee would be released. 

o Total exemption

As an entity engaged in power transmission, JCo could apply

for duty exemption pursuant to the provisions of CETA and

the concessions provided under the 2016 FPM. Duty

exemption may equally be issued on a case by case basis.

JCo would be required to submit a formal application to the

Minister of Finance vide the ministry relevant to the item

being imported to benefit from the concessions. The following

are the documents required for a duty waiver application:

- Evidence of Registration with the Corporate Affairs

Commission (Where applicable)
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- The Memorandum of Understanding duly signed by the

Minister of Finance or Minister of state for Budget and

National planning between the donor agency and the

Federal Government of Nigeria

- A proforma invoice indicating the value of imported items

- Other supporting documents which may be requested by

the Ministry of finance

Where the Minister is of the opinion that the circumstances 

are such as to render it expedient that such an exemption 

should be granted, the Minister would exempt JCo from 

import duties on items related to the project.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, items imported from the 

ECOWAS region under the aegis of the ETLS shall be duty and 

quota free. The supplier would need to ensure it has obtain 

the relevant ETLS certificate (supporting the claim that the 

items have originated from the ECOWAS region) for the items 

being imported. 

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

To import physical goods into the country, NCo would:

o at the first instance be required to raise a Form M with its

Authorized Dealer Bank20. Once approved, shipment at the

port of loading can commence.

o Ensure clearance the items at the port (including paying

applicable duties and taxes) either by itself or vide the

support of a 3PL. The following would be required for

clearance of imported items at the port:

- Copy of approved Form M

- Duly completed Single Goods Declaration endorsed by

NCS

- Import duty payment receipt

- Bill of lading or Airway bill as applicable

- Original Pre Arrival Assessment Report

- Final commercial invoice

- Combined Certificate of Value and Origin

- Insurance certificate

- Payment schedule

- Regulatory permits (e.g. SONCAP Certificate)

b. Computation

The process is as outlined in ‘4.2.14.1(b)’ above.

20  Only Nigerian companies are able raise a Form M with Authorized Dealers. 
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c. Obtaining duty exemption

The process is as outlined in 4.2.14 (i) (c). However, the ability

to obtain total duty exemptions (if referencing the national

specific incentives i.e. 2016 FPMs) would depend on the scope of

NCo’s work.

4.2.15 Re-export of items 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

A NRC cannot facilitate export or re-export of items from Nigeria.

To export or re-export items whilst remaining an NRC, JCo would

need to solicit the services of a 3PL (specifically, the 3PL who

imported the goods being re-exported, either for its own account

on or the account of the agency of the GoN), who would perform

all export or re-export clearance processes on its behalf.

b. Computation

There are no duties applicable on exports. However, charges ae

payable for inspection. Inspection fees are calculated as 0.5% of

the fob price of the export21.

c. Obtaining duty exemptions

There are no duties applicable on exports.

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

Where a Nigerian company intends to re-export items that were

originally imported into Nigeria, it would be required to provide

the original import documents supporting the temporary import.

b. Computation

The comments under ‘4.2.15.1(b)’ above are relevant.

c. Obtaining exemption

There are no duties applicable on exports.

21  These charges may not apply for re-exports i.e. items imported on a temporary basis. 
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4.2.16 Immigration 

i. JCo

a. Obligations

Ordinarily, JCo would not be able to facilitate the entry of foreign

employees into Nigeria. However, JCo may write to the Federal

Ministry of Interior seeking approval to bring in expatriates for

specific projects.

JCo would be required to ensure the conditions for the grant of

visas, permits or exemptions (see ‘4.2.16.1(b)’ below) are

fulfilled whilst the expatriates are in the country.

b. Obtaining exemptions

Where JCo intends to obtain exemption from entry requirements

under the IMA, JCo would be expected to submit a written

application to the Honourable Ministry of Interior.

The written application to the Ministry of interior would be on the

strength of the incorporation exemption obtained from the

President (as discussed in ‘4.2.1’ above) and the nature of the

project (i.e. a grant aid to the GoN).

The timeframe for granting exemption ranges from two to eight

weeks.

ii. NCo

a. Obligations

Where NCo facilitates the entry of an expatriate into the country

(i.e. upon application and grant of visas or permits), it would be

required to:

o File monthly immigration returns with the NIS

o File quarterly TWP returns with the NIS (i.e. for those on

temporary work permits)

o File deletion slips with the Nigeria immigration service upon

exit of the expatriates from Nigeria

NCo would also be required to ensure the conditions of the visas 

and permits (e.g. duration of stay, scope of work in Nigeria etc.) 

are fulfilled. 

b. Obtaining exemption

The process is as outlined in ‘4.2.16.1(b)’ above. However, the

ability to obtain exemptions from entry requirements would

depend on the scope of NCo’s work.
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4.3 General considerations 

4.3.1 Practical considerations 

Generally, projects executed under the aegis of an aid provided by any 

country to Nigeria are granted generous fiscal incentives. In practice, 

such fiscal incentives are stated in the agreements executed between 

the donor country and the GoN.  

However, to ensure the benefits of such incentives are granted on the 

donor country, it is necessary to ensure that procedures to give full 

practical effect to such incentives are followed in post-execution of the 

contract.  Otherwise, this may result in incentives referenced in 

executed agreements not being recognised by the relevant government 

agencies, especially the tax authorities.   

From our experience, the best practice is usually to ensure the 

contracting ministry or agency of the GoN: 

i. notifies the various administrative agencies relevant to each

incentive of the exemption granted and provide these agencies with

specific information on the contractor selected to execute the

contract, who would in this case benefit from the exemption

ii. obtains a response letter or memo from the relevant ministry or

agency re-affirming the incentives granted to the selected

contractors and/or its employees

iii. provides JICA with a copy of the official correspondence where the

relevant administrative agencies re-affirms the incentives granted to

the selected contractors and/or its employees

Alternatively, a separate application or notification can be made to the 

agency with the powers to grant or confirm such incentives. On this 

point, Deloitte would be willing to provide professional support with the 

application or notification. 

4.3.2 Review of tax exemption clause in grant agreement 

Based on our review of the standard grant agreement between the GoJ 

and GoN, and our experience around similar arrangements, we 

recommend the following: 

i. The standard grant agreement clearly indicates the contractors on

the project and the ultimate beneficiaries of the incentives.

ii. The standard grant agreement clearly indicates that JICA would

require as a pre-requisite for commencing the project, official

confirmation of exemption from relevant administrative agencies.

These steps would help mitigate the risk of non-recognition of the 

incentives by the administrative agencies. 
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5. Basis of opinion

You have requested for a detailed report on the tax and customs implications of the

proposed rehabilitation project.

The advice expressed herein is based on the facts and assumptions you have provided

to us. We have assumed that these facts and assumptions are complete and accurate.

A misstatement or omission of any fact or a change or amendment in any of the facts

and assumptions we have relied upon may require a modification of all or a part of this

advice.

Our advice is based upon the law and existing administrative and judicial

interpretations thereof as of the date of this letter, all of which are subject to change.

If there is a change in the facts and assumptions, or in the law and interpretations

thereof (including a change having retroactive effect), the advice expressed herein

would necessarily have to be re-evaluated in the light of any such changes. We have

no responsibility to update this advice for any such changes occurring after the date of

this letter.

The advice expressed herein is not binding on the tax authorities or courts and there

can be no assurance that the tax authorities or the courts will not take a position

contrary to the advice expressed herein. We are under no obligation to assist you with

any challenge of the advice expressed herein. We would generally, if permissible, be

available to assist you for an additional fee that is mutually agreed upon.

This advice is solely for your benefit and may not be relied upon by anyone other than

you. You will be solely responsible for all decisions regarding the accounting treatment

of any item discussed herein.

We do hope you find our above comments useful. Please contact me on  +234 817 4586 

604, e-mail: oarowolo@deloitte.com.ng or Chijioke Odo on +234 (0) 802 398 0303, email: 

codo@deloitte.com.ng if you require further clarifications.  

Yours faithfully, 

Oluseye Arowolo 

Partner | Tax & Regulatory Services 

mailto:oarowolo@deloitte.com
mailto:codo@deloitte.com
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Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touché Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private company 
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　Sheet 1 Tax with respect to corporate income（Corporate Tax）

Items Exemption How to exempt Applicable Law rate(%) How to calculation
Necessary Information

Previous Results, Lessons and Learned, etc

Companies income tax (CIT) The entity is required to
present a written
application to the
Presidency through the
Federal Ministry of
Finance.

Companies
Income Tax
Act, Cap
C21 LFN
2004 (CITA)

30% For Nigerian companies, tax is levied on all taxable profits of the
entity. However, for non-resident companies, tax is levied on the
taxable profits attributable to its fixed base in Nigeria.  In
arriving at the taxable profit, the following should be noted:

- The entity would be allowed to deduct from its revenue, recurring
expenses which were incurred wholly, reasonably, exclusively and
necessarily for the purpose of generating its Nigerian revenue.

- The losses incurred in prior years as well as capital allowances
claimable on the acquisition of capital expenditure may also be
claimed.

Organization in charge：
The Presidency ;
The Federal Ministry of Finance ;
The Federal Inland Revenue Service (FIRS)

Procedure：
The entity would be required to present a written
application to the Presidency through the Federal
Ministry of Finance.  In the application, the
entity would provide:

- details of the project being undertaken in
Nigeria;

- specific justification for the exemption; and

- any other relevant supporting document.

After review of the application, the Presidency
would make a decision and communicate same to
applying entity

Duration：
One - six months

From experience, it is important that the
FIRS is officially notified of the details
of the exemption granted and the FIRS
officially confirms the exemption granted
to the selected contractor for the project.
This notification may be done by either the
Ministry or Agency of Government
coordinating the grant or by the entity
applying itself.

It is also recommended that the agreemeent
between JICA and the Government of Nigeria
clearly states that JICA may not be the
contractor who executes the project and in
this case it would be the contractor
selected for the project that would benefit
from the exemption.

Further, to ascertain confirmation of
exemption, the donor agency can make the
receipt of official confirmation from FIRS,
a pre-requisite for commencing the project.

Tertiary Education Tax (TET) A CIT exemption could be
extended to cover TET
exemption. However, for
purpose of clarity, it is
advised that a TET
exemption is also requested
alongside a CIT exemption.

Tertiary
Education
Trust Fund
(Establishm
ent, etc.)
Act, 2011
(TETFA)

2% Tertiary education tax is charged at 2% of the assessable profit of a
company, as computed under the provisions of Companies Income Tax
Act.

Assessable profit is the adjustment of accounting profit (PBT) by
non-taxable income and disallowable expenses but before adjusting
capital allowances and brought forward losses.

It should be noted that non-resident companies are ordinarily not
liable to TET

A CIT exemption could be extended to cover TET
exemption. However, for purpose of clarity, it is
advised that a TET exemption is also requested
alongside a CIT exemption.

From experience, it is important that the
FIRS is officially notified of the details
of the exemption granted and the FIRS
officially confirms the exemption granted
to the selected contractor for the project.
This notification may be done by either the
Ministry or Agency of Government
coordinating the grant or by the entity
applying itself

It is also recommended that the agreemeent
between JICA and the Government of Nigeria
clearly states that JICA may not be the
contractor who executes the project and in
this case it would be the contractor
selected for the project that would benefit
from the exemption.

Further, to ascertain confirmation of
exemption, the donor agency can make the
receipt of official confirmation from FIRS,
a pre-requisite for commencing the project.

○ Exempt(Advanced)
- Exempt(borne by the Recipient)

Reimburse

【Points of Attention】
【Reference】



Sheet 2 Tax with respect to personal income（Personal Income Tax）

Items Exemption How to exempt Applicable Law rate(%) How to calculation Necessary Information Previous Results, Lessons and Learned, etc

Personal Income tax The entity is required to
present a written application to
the Federal Ministry of Finance.

Personal Income Tax Act, Cap
P10, LFN 2004, as amended
(PITA)

The PIT rate is on a graduated
scale. Details of the tax
rates and related income tax
bands are provided below:

- First NGN 300,000 @ 7%
- Next NGN 300,000 @ 11%
- Next NGN 500,000 @ 15%
- Next NGN 500,000 @ 19%
- Next NGN 1,600,000 @ 21%
- Above NGN 3,200,000 @ 24%

In arriving at the taxable income of an taxable
individual, PITA grants Consolidated Relief Allowances
(CRA)  before arriving at the taxable income subjected
to the applicable tax rates.

The CRA is dependent on the annual income level of the
tax payer. It is defined as the higher of N200,000 or 1%
of gross income, plus 20% of gross income. This implies
that employees with annual emolument of NGN 20million or
less will have a CRA equal to NGN 200,000 plus 20% of
gross income while those individuals with annual income
above NGN 20,000,000 have CRA equal to 21% of their
gross income.

In addition to the CRA, the following social
contributions are exempt from personal inome tax in
arriving at the taxable income of individuals:

- Pension contributions to a Nigerian pension scheme;
- National Housing Fund contributions;
- National Health Insurance Scheme contributions;
- Premiums paid for life assurance; and
- Interest paid on mortgage loan.

Organization in charge：
The Federal Ministry of finance ;
The relevant SBIR at the states where the
employees would be tax resident

Procedure：
The entity would be required to write to
the Minister of Finance with details of
the project being undertaken in Nigeria
and specific justification for the
exemption of the employees from personal
income tax.

Duration：
One to six months

From experience, it is important that the
relevant SBIR where the employees would be
tax resident is/are officially notified of
the details of the exemption granted and the
relevant SBIR officially confirms the
exemption granted. This notification may be
done by either the Ministry or Agency of
Government coordinating the grant or by the
entity applying itself.

It is also recommended that the agreemeent
between JICA and the Government of Nigeria
clearly states that JICA may not be the
contractor who executes the project and in
this case it would be the employees of the
contractor selected for the project that
would benefit from the exemption.

Further, to ascertain confirmation of
exemption, the donor agency can make the
receipt of official confirmation from the
SBIR, a pre-requisite for commencing the
project.

Meanwhile, please note that the chances of
obtaining tax exemption for Nigerian
nationals is remote and if obtained, may be
deemed an ultra vires act on the part of
agency granting such exemption.

Pension contribution Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to
obtain exemption for pension
deduction and remittance
obligations for its Nigerian
employees. However, the Nigerian
pension contributory scheme is
optional for expatriate
employees.

Pension Reform Act 2014
(PRA)

- Entity : 10% of employee's
gross emolument

- Employee: 8% of employee's
gross emolument

Where an entity has Nigerian employees, the entity and
the Nigerian employees are required to make
contributions of ten percent (10%) and eight percent
(8%) respectively of the employee’s monthly emolument.

Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to obtain
exemption for pension deduction and
remittance obligations for its Nigerian
employees. However, the Nigerian pension
contributory scheme is optional for
expatriate employees.

National Housing Fund
(NHF) contribution

Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to
obtain exemption for NHF
deductions and remittance
obligations for its Nigerian
employees. However, in practice,
an entity would not be required
to register its expatriate
employees for NHF contributions.

National Housing Fund Act
1992 (NHFA)

2.5% of employee's basic salary Where an entity has Nigerian employees, the entity would
be required to deduct 2.5% of the Nigerian employees’
monthly basic salary and remit same to the Federal
Mortgage Bank of Nigeria

Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to obtain
exemption for NHF deductions and
remittance obligations for its Nigerian
employees. However, in practice, an
entity would not be required to register
its expatriate employees for NHF
contributions.

National Health
Insurance Scheme
(NHIS) contribution

Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to
obtain exemptions for NHIS
deductions and remittance
obligations for its Nigerian
employees. However, in practice,
an entity would not be required
to register its expatriate
employees for the NHIS.

- National Health Insurance
Scheme (NHIS) Act 1999

- National Health Insurance
Scheme (NHIS) Operational
Guideline 2012

- Entity:  Minimum of 10% of
employee's basic salary
-
Employee: 5% of employee's
basic salary

Where an entity has Nigerian employees, the entity and
its Nigerian employees are required to contribute a
minimum of 10% and 5% of the employee’s basic salary,
respectively, to the NHIS. The entity may however opt to
pay the entire contribution of 15% or undertake extra
contributions for the employee to receive additional
benefit cover.

Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to obtain
exemptions for NHIS deductions and
remittance obligations for its Nigerian
employees. However, in practice, an
entity would not be required to register
its expatriate employees for the NHIS.

Industrial Training
Fund (ITF)
contribution

Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to
obtain exemption for ITF
contributions.

Industrial Training Fund Act
2007, as amended (ITFA)

1% of annual payroll cost Where an entity has 5 or more Nigerian employees, or an
annual turnover of over N50 million, it may be required
to register with, and make contributions of 1% of its
annual payroll cost to the ITF.

Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to obtain
exemption for ITF contributions.

Employee Compensation
(EC) scheme
contribution

Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to
obtain exemption for EC Scheme
Contributions.

Employee Compensation Act
(ECA) 2010

1% of monthly payroll cost Where an entity has Nigerian employees, it would be
required to make a minimum monthly contribution of 1% of
its monthly payroll cost into the Nigeria Social
Insurance Trust Fund not later than the last day of each
month.

Currently, there are no specific
mechanisms for an entity to obtain
exemption for EC Scheme Contributions.

○ Exempt(Advanced)
- Exempt(borne by the Recipient)

Reimburse

【Points of Attention】
【Reference】



（Sheet3） indirect tax etc (such as VAT, Commercial Tax) 

Items Exemption How to exempt Applicable Law rate(%) How to calculation
Necessary Information

Previous Results, Lessons and Learned, etc

Value Added Tax to be charged
by entity (Output VAT)

There are no specific mechanisms for an
entity to obtain exemptions for VAT
registration, issuing a VAT invoice and
filing VAT returns as appropriate.

Value Added Tax Act,
Cap V1, LFN 2004, as
amended (VATA)

5% VAT is chargeable on
the supply of taxable
goods and services or
importation of all
goods and services
except those
specifically listed in
the First Schedule to
the VATA i.e. the
items listed as exempt
or the items listed as
zero rated.

Organization in charge：
The Federal Ministry of Finance ;
The Federal Inland Revenue Service

Procedure：
There are no specific mechanisms for
obtaining exemptions for VAT registration,
issuing a VAT invoice and filing VAT returns
as appropriate.

Duration：
N/A

Value Added Tax to be paid by
entity on its purchases (Input
VAT)

The entity is required to present a
written application to the Minister of
Finance with the details of the project
being undertaken in Nigeria and specific
justification for the exmption.

Value Added Tax Act,
Cap V1, LFN 2004, as
amended (VATA)

5% VAT is chargeable on
the supply of taxable
goods and services or
importation of all
goods and services
except those
specifically listed in
the First Schedule to
the VATA i.e. the
items listed as exempt
or the items listed as
zero rated.

Organization in charge：
The Federal Ministry of Finance ;
The Federal Inland Revenue Service

Procedure：
The entity could write to the Minister of
Finance with details of the project being
undertaken in Nigeria and specific
justification for the exemption.  Where the
Minister is of the opinion that the
circumstances are such as to render it
expedient that such an exemption should be
granted, the Minister may exempt the entity
from paying VAT on purchases or imports. The
Minister is required to ensure the notice
for exemption is gazetted.

Duration：
One - Six months

From experience, it is important
that a letter confirming the
exemption of the entity from paying
input VAT is provided by the FIRS
to the entity. This would serve as
documentary evidence for the
entity's vendors not to charge VAT
upon local purchases and for the
Nigeria Customs Service not to
impose VAT upon import of goods.

It is also recommended that the
agreemeent between JICA and the
Government of Nigeria clearly
states that JICA may not be the
contractor who executes the project
and in this case it would be the
contractor selected for the project
that would benefit from the
exemption.

Further, to ascertain confirmation
of exemption, the donor agency can
make the receipt of official
confirmation from FIRS, a pre-
requisite for commencing the
project.

○ Exempt(Advanced)
- Exempt(borne by the Recipient)

Reimburse

【Points of Attention】
【Reference】



（Sheet4）Duties etc.

Items Exemption How to exempt Applicable Law rate(%) How to calculation

Necessary Information

Previous Results, Lessons and Learned, etc

Import Duty The entity is required to present a
written application to the Federal
Minister of Finance.

- The 2015 - 2019 ECOWAS
Common External Tariff ;
- The Customs, Excise,
Tariff, etc.
(Consolidation) Act No
4, 1995, as amended
(CETA)

The rate to be
applied is
based on tariff
classification
of item being
imported

Rate * CIF value of item
being imported

Organization in charge：
The Federal Ministry of Finance;
The Nigeria Customs Service

Procedure：
There are 2 ways to obtain duty exemption (1) Under the Temporary importation (TI) regime or (2) Under the total duty
exemption regime

o Temporary importation:

Under the TI regime, an enitity, directly or vide a 3PL could apply to the NCS to import goods into the country under
the temporary import procedure. In this case, entity or the the 3PL would require the following documents whilst
declaring the items for import (i.e. before begininning importation of the item):

- A bank guarantee from a reputable bank
- Hire agreement or evidence of ownership
- Details of project where items would be deployed
- Technical manuals describing the items to be imported
- Covering Letter to NCS applying for TI approval
- A copy of the entity's and or 3PL’s tax clearance certificate (or exemption status) for the past 3 years
 
Under the TI regime, items may remain in the country for a maximum of two years (i.e. an initial period of one year
and two possible extensions for six months each), after which the guarantee would be released.

o Total exemption

An entity engaged in power transmission could apply for duty exemption pursuant to the provisions of CETA and the
concessions provided under the 2016 FPM.
 
The entity would be required to submit a formal application to the Minister of Finance vide the ministry relevant to
the item being imported to benefit from the concessions. The following are the documents required for a duty waiver
application:

From experience, it is important that the Ministry
of finance notifies the Headquarters of the
Nigeria Customs Service of the details of the
exemption granted. The Headquarters of the Nigeria
Customs Service would then notifify all the
various border posts/commands of the exemption
granted to the selected contractor.

It is also recommended that the agreemeent between
JICA and the Government of Nigeria clearly states
that JICA may not be the contractor who executes
the project and in this case it would be the
contractor selected for the project that would
benefit from the duty waiver.

Further, to ascertain confirmation of exemption,
the donor agency can make the receipt of official
confirmation from the customs authorities a pre-
requisite for commencing the project.

- Evidence of Registration with the Corporate Affairs Commission (Where applicable)
- the Memorandum of Understanding duly signed by the Minister of Finance or Minister of state for Budget and National
planning between the donor agency and the Federal Government of Nigeria
- A proforma invoice indicating the value of imported items
- Other supporting documents which may be requested by the Ministry of Finance
 
Where the Minister is of the opinion that the circumstances are such as to render it expedient that such an exemption
should be granted, the Minister would exempt JCo from import duties on items related to the project.
 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, items imported from the ECOWAS region under the aegis of the ETLS shall be duty and
quota free. the supplier would need to ensure it has obtain the relevant ETLS certificate (supporting the claim that
the items have originated from the ECOWAS region) for the items being imported.
 
Duration:
Three - Twelve months

Port development levy
(Surcharges)

Under the TI regime, it is common
practice for the Nigeria Customs Service
to grant full exemption from surcharge
payments. However, there are occasions
where the Nigeria Customs Service
excludes the surcharge (port charges) on
the basis that the amount relates to a
service charge for activities carried out
on imported items and not actual taxes or
levies. Either of these possibilities may
be encountered in practice and may vary
in application from one Nigeria Customs
Service office to another. Meanwhile,
please note that companies intending to
claim this exemption are required to
obtain a bank guarantee from a local bank
and there would be ancillary bank charges
for obtaining a bank guarantee from a
local bank and these charges vary from
bank to bank.

Under the Total duty exemption regime
earlier discussed, we are not aware of a
basis for obtaining exemption for the
port development levy.

General Nigerian import
guidelines

7% Rate * import duty Organization in charge：
The Nigeria Customs Service

Procedure：
Please refer to our comments around the temporary import regime in the procedure section of the import duty coloumn

Duration：
One - three months

【Points of Attention】
【Reference】



（Sheet4）Duties etc.

Items Exemption How to exempt Applicable Law rate(%) How to calculation

Necessary Information

Previous Results, Lessons and Learned, etc

【Points of Attention】
【Reference】

comprehensive import
supervision scheme (CISS)

Under the TI regime, it is common
practice for the Nigeria Customs Service
to grant full exemption from CISS fees.
However, there are occasions where the
Nigeria Customs Service excludes the CISS
fees on the basis that the amount relates
to a service charge for activities
carried out on imported items and not
actual taxes or levies. Either of these
possibilities may be encountered in
practice and may vary in application from
one Nigeria Customs Service office to
another. Meanwhile, please note that
companies intending to claim this
exemption are required to obtain a bank
guarantee from a local bank and there
would be ancillary bank charges for
obtaining a bank guarantee from a local
bank and these charges vary from bank to
bank.

Under the Total duty exemption regime
earlier discussed, we are not aware of a
basis for obtaining exemption for CISS
fees.

General Nigerian import
guidelines

1% Rate * FOB value of
imported item

Organization in charge：
The Nigeria Customs Service

Procedure：
Please refer to our comments around the temporary import regime in the procedure section of the import duty coloumn

Duration：
One - three months

ECOWAS Trade
Liberalisation Scheme
(ETLS) levy

Under the TI regime, it is common
practice for the Nigeria Customs Service
to grant full exemption from ETLS fees.
However, please note that companies
intending to claim this exemption are
required to obtain a bank guarantee from
a local bank and there would be ancillary
bank charges for obtaining a bank
guarantee from a local bank and these
charges vary from bank to bank.

Under the Total duty exemption regime
earlier discussed, we are not aware of a
basis for obtaining exemption for ETLS
levy.

ECOWAS Regulations 0.5% 0.5% * CIF value of
imported item

Organization in charge：
The Nigeria Customs Service

Procedure：
We are not aware of any formal procedures for exempting this levy.

Duration：
N/A

In our opinion, the chances of obtaining an
exemption from this fee may be remote. This is
because the fee is imposed at a sub-regional level
across West Africa rather than only at the
National level (i.e. only Nigeria).

VAT The entity is required to present a
written application to the Minister of
Finance with the details of the project
being undertaken in Nigeria and specific
justification for the exmption

Value Added Tax Act, Cap
V1, LFN 2004, as amended
(VATA)

5% Rate * summation of the
CIF value of costs of
imported item, and all
taxes, duties and levies
paid/payable outside or by
reason of importation into
Nigeria

Organization in charge：
The Federal Ministry of Finance ;
The Federal Inland Revenue Service

Procedure：
The entity could write to the Minister of Finance with details of the project being undertaken in Nigeria and
specific justification for the exemption.  Where the Minister is of the opinion that the circumstances are such as to
render it expedient that such an exemption should be granted, the Minister may exempt the entity from paying VAT on
imports. The Minister is required to ensure the notice for exemption is gazetted.

Duration：
One - Six months

From experience, it is important that a letter
confirming the exemption of the entity from paying
input VAT is provided by the Federal Inland
Revenue Service to the entity. This would serve as
documentary evidence for the Nigeria Customs
Service not to impose VAT upon import of goods.

It is also recommended that the agreemeent between
JICA and the Government of Nigeria clearly states
that JICA may not be the contractor who executes
the project and in this case it would be the
contractor selected for the project that would
benefit from the VAT exemption at the point of
impotation of items.

○ Exempt(Advanced)
- Exempt(borne by the Recipient)

Reimburse



（Sheet 5）Other taxes and levies

Items Exemption How to exempt Applicable Law rate(%) How to calculation Necessary Information Previous Results, Lessons and Learned, etc

Withholding tax
deducted from the
entity's income

Generally, WHT is an advanced payment of
income tax. Therefore, to the extent an
entity obtains income tax exemptions from
the Presidency, payments made to them would
not be liable to WHT.

Companies Income Tax Act,
Cap C21 LFN 2004 (CITA)

5% WHT is deducted at the
specified rate for
payments to vendors or
contractors

Organization in charge：
The Presidency
The Federal Ministry of Finance
The Federal Inland Revenue Service

Procedure：
Companies Income tax exemption automatically exempts an
entity from suffering WHT exemption.

Duration：
One to Six months

Generally, WHT is an advanced payment of income tax.
Therefore, to the extent an entity obtains income
tax exemptions from the Presidency, payments made to
them would not be liable to WHT. If income tax
exemptions are not obtained, WHT would apply
accordingly.  To this end, it is recommended that
when an entity with an income exemption status
submits an invoice to its cients or customers, the
income tax exemption document should also be
submitted.

Withholding tax to be
deducted by entity when
paying its suppliers or
vendors

There are no specific mechanisms for
obtaining exemptions from deducting WHT upon
payment to suppliers.  However, an entity
may write to FIRS (attaching supporting
documents of its projects in Nigeria and
importantly, an exemption letter from the
Presidency from CIT liability) seeking
exemptions from WHT obligations.

Companies Income Tax Act,
Cap C21 LFN 2004 (CITA)
and the Personal Income
Tax Act, Cap P10, LFN
2004, as amended (PITA)

5% or 10% WHT is computed on the
income earned by the
supplier.

Organization in charge：
The Federal Inland Revenue Service

Procedure：
There are no specific mechanisms for obtaining
exemptions from deducting WHT upon payment to suppliers.
However, an entity may write to FIRS (attaching
supporting documents of its projects in Nigeria and
importantly, an exemption letter from the Presidency
from CIT liability) seeking exemptions from WHT
obligations.

Duration：
One to Two months

From experience, it is important that a letter
confirming the exemption of the entity from
withholding tax obligations is provided by the FIRS
to the entity selected to execute the project. This
would serve as documentary evidence for the entity's
vendors not to charge VAT upon local purchases and
for the Nigeria Customs Service not to impose VAT
upon import of goods.

It is also recommended that the agreemeent between
JICA and the Government of Nigeria clearly states
that JICA may not be the contractor who executes the
project and in this case it would be the contractor
selected for the project that would benefit from the
exemption.

Further, to ascertain confirmation of exemption, the
donor agency can make the receipt of official
confirmation from FIRS, a pre-requisite for
commencing the project.

○ Exempt(Advanced)
- Exempt(borne by the Recipient)

Reimburse

【Points of Attention】
【Reference】
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